The neural correlates of declining performance with age: evidence for age-related changes in cognitive control.
The neural system involved in cognitive control includes the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC). Neural activity within these structures is sensitive to aging. We investigated the hypothesis that decline in performance with age results in increased cognitive control, as indexed by greater activity within the ACC and lateral PFC. Using positron emission tomography we measured neural activity during a range of verbal decision-making tasks in 16 subjects aged 37-83 years. Conditions were separated behaviorally on the basis of their sensitivity to aging. This allowed the comparison of age-dependent and age-independent conditions, revealing the neural correlates of age-dependent decline in performance. We then modeled the relationship between age, decision type, performance, and frontal lobe activity. ACC activity was independently predicted by age and decision-making accuracy, indicating that in older individuals ACC response is more sensitive to declining performance. We also found strong functional connectivity between the ACC and lateral PFC and observed that activation of the lateral PFC was qualitatively different over time in different age groups. Thus, the ACC and lateral PFC show distinct responses to age-related decline in decision-making performance. This suggests that greater cognitive control is employed as individuals age and their performance declines.